Medication Abortion and the Post-Dobbs Legal Landscape

Rachel Rebouché*

Since the decision in *Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization,* the case that overturned *Roe v. Wade,* over a third of states ban abortion from the earliest moments of pregnancy. Several more states would have enforced near total abortion bans but for court injunctions. At the same time, over a dozen states had passed laws or enacted constitutional amendments to protect state-based abortion rights. These states protect mostly unencumbered access to pre-viability abortion and vary in their approaches to post-viability abortions. In the last year, twelve states and Washington, D.C. have passed so-called shield laws, which are new statutes that seek to protect in-state providers from out-of-state lawsuits. Among various provisions, shield laws seek to protect in-state providers, and those that assist them, from another state’s investigations of reproductive healthcare that is legal in the shielding state. Likewise, shield laws foreclose the extradition of a provider not fleeing from justice, and prohibit in-state medical boards
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from recognizing the disciplinary suits from out-of-state entities when related to the provision of legal reproductive health care.\(^7\)

These laws are not just prophylactic measures. Interstate conflict promises to shape the legal landscape, particularly as states seek to impose their policy choices as widely as possible, even across state lines. For example, the Texas Freedom Caucus plans to introduce legislation creating a private cause of action, like Texas’s Heartbeat Statute, SB 8, to punish people assisting anyone leaving the state to receive a legal abortion in another state.\(^8\) Similarly, the National Right to Life Campaign has drafted model legislation that seeks to punish providers serving out-of-state minors and the people helping minors leave a ban state.\(^9\) Constitutional arguments could upend such restrictions—a right to travel or protection for interstate commerce under the U.S. Constitution—but these arguments are largely untested and underdeveloped as applied to abortion.\(^10\)

The conflict is interjurisdictional, too, as the current federal government takes measures to protect abortion rights. Consider actions and arguments that the Biden Administration has expressed or implied in support of abortion access. As alluded to by Attorney
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General Garland, the regulation of mifepristone, the first drug in a medication abortion, by the Food & Drug Administration (FDA) could preempt state bans on abortion pills. The FDA has approved mifepristone as a safe and effective method for terminating a pregnancy up to ten weeks of gestation, but state abortion bans (and other restrictions on abortion pills) contradict these FDA regulations. If federal regulation preempts these laws, states would not be able to ban or overregulate medication abortion. Whether federal preemption applies is a complicated and contested question, and, for preemption theory to work, federal courts must answer that question in the affirmative.

Professor David Cohen, Professor Greer Donley, and I explored these interjurisdictional and interstate conflicts in The New Abortion Battleground, published in the Columbia Law Review. It is not only abortion law, however, that is experiencing a seismic shift right now, but also abortion practice. The future battle over abortion after Dobbs will center on the regulation and use of medication abortion. The subject of our article, Abortion Pills, forthcoming in the Stanford Law Review, focuses on that battle.

Medication abortion is a two drug regimen taken over 24 to 48 hours that ends pregnancy before ten (and, off label, up to twelve or thirteen) weeks of gestation. The emergence of virtual clinics, which offer mailed medication abortion through telehealth, followed a court decision that temporarily enjoined one of the FDA’s restrictions on mifepristone. In December 2021, the FDA permanently lifted that
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rule, which required patients to collect, in person, mifepristone from a healthcare facility. Of the 20,000 drugs regulated by the agency, and the sixteen with the same restrictions, mifepristone was the only one that patients had to retrieve at a healthcare facility but could take at a location of their choosing. Mifepristone can now be mailed to patients by a certified provider, which is defined as someone who can "date pregnancies accurately," "diagnose ectopic pregnancies," and "provide... surgical intervention" or "have made arrangements for others to provide such care."

Also, beginning in January of 2023, pharmacies may seek certification to dispense mifepristone. The FDA announced that pharmacy certification will require pharmacies, among other things, to agree to particular record keeping, reporting and medication tracking efforts, and designate a representative to ensure compliance. Additionally, these pharmacies must track and verify receipt of shipments to patients and record the lot number from each package of mifepristone dispensed. Thus far, both Walgreens and CVS have indicated a willingness to seek certification.

Abortion on Demand (AOD) is "the first large-scale telehealth abortion service run by a U.S.-based provider." Intake is conducted
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through an automated process, and informed consent relies on a pre-recorded video.\textsuperscript{26} Gestational age is assessed by a home pregnancy test and reporting the date of the first day of the last menstrual period.\textsuperscript{27} AOD prescribes medication abortion for up to ten weeks of pregnancy for individuals aged eighteen and older in order to avoid any parental involvement restrictions.\textsuperscript{28} The platform AOD complies with telehealth regulations as well as federal and state privacy laws.\textsuperscript{29} AOD operates the same in every state with an exception of Georgia and Minnesota, which have 24-hour waiting periods.\textsuperscript{30} It takes within a week to receive the pills and costs hundreds of dollars less than a clinic-based procedure.\textsuperscript{31} AOD operates in twenty states and Washington, D.C.\textsuperscript{32}

Although the provision of medication abortion has shifted in significant ways, there are caveats worth emphasizing. For one, teleabortion depends on various forms of privilege—utilizing smartphones and having a stable internet connection, or having an uncomplicated pregnancy—which, because of U.S. health disparities, is more likely the case for wealthier and white people.\textsuperscript{33} For another, even with remote care, the need for clinical spaces—for abortion past ten or twelve weeks, or when a patient is not a candidate for telehealth—will not disappear. Telehealth cannot assist those who need aspiration or procedural abortion. Nevertheless, state policy, in jurisdictions supportive of abortion rights, could invest in telehealth generally to reduce disparities and continue to lift restrictions on telemedicine, which many states have done in response to the COVID-
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19 pandemic. They also can join interstate licensure compacts, which could distribute the services of providers across the states that permit telehealth for abortion.

In addition to telehealth services, mailed medication abortion is also available online no matter where you live. The non-profit organization Aid Access works with providers and pharmacies located outside the United States and mails abortion medication to people in all states, even where abortion or teleabortion is prohibited.

Along with these developments have been a number strategies to restrict access to medication abortion. The Alliance for Hippocratic Medicine sued to remove mifepristone from the market by claiming that the FDA acted outside its statutory power when the agency approved it twenty-three years ago. This lawsuit is also one of several efforts to rely on a nearly-150-year-old federal law, the Comstock Act, that seeks to ban mailing abortion pills anywhere. A federal district court in Texas ordered the FDA to suspend mifepristone’s approval, and the Fifth Circuit stayed the district court’s holding only as applied to the FDA’s 2000 approval of mifepristone (leaving in effect the district court’s stay of FDA actions after 2000). In April 2023, and at the time of writing, the U.S. Supreme Court has stayed the Fifth Circuit’s order, keeping in place the FDA regulation of mifepristone.

In addition, because medication abortion is taken over more than one day, debates about where an abortion occurs have consequences for which state law applies. Moreover, anti-abortion efforts are beginning to target information, manufacture, and distribution related to medication abortion. As the complications of enforcing
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these measures arise, states could turn their attention not only to providers and those who assist them, but also to the people who take abortion pills.

At the same time, abortion supporters are taking measures to increase access to medication abortion. At the federal level, two lawsuits will test the argument that FDA regulation preempts contradictory state laws on mifepristone, an argument described above. Another lawsuit asked that a federal district court compel the FDA to remove remaining restrictions on mifepristone, such as requiring that only certified providers prescribe the medication or that patients and providers sign a duplicative informed consent form. And there are proposals yet to be explored: "states [could allow] pharmacists to prescribe medication abortion, creating a workaround that mimics over-the-counter provision without violating federal food and drug law."44

Then there are strategies that "exploit loopholes in abortion bans, including advanced provision—the dispensation of abortion pills before a potential unwanted pregnancy in the future—and menstrual regulation or 'missed period pills'—dispensation to induce a period without taking a pregnancy test."45 In the same vein, advocates for abortion rights have publicized information about self-managed abortion through formal and informal networks.46

These efforts, for and against medication abortion access, will shape the definition of abortion, change who is culpable for abortion crimes, and invite intrusions into health and personal privacy. To take the first, pills challenge traditional definitions of abortion, given that the drugs in a medication abortion are used for various purposes, such as miscarriage management, and blur the line between abortion and
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pregnancy loss.47 Even as states try to police medication abortion, pills cannot be stopped. But “they can be pushed underground, deepening a public health and criminal justice crises.”48

At this moment of dynamism, bold and novel arguments are needed to support pregnant people’s right to seek an abortion and to address how the provision of abortion care has changed and will change.49 We should expect and embrace disagreement as advocates and lawyers pursue long-term strategies to advance reproductive justice. Those efforts need to happen with the full recognition that past movements for reproductive justice have too often sidelined the participation and perspectives of marginalized groups.50 Strategies responsive to Dobbs should center race, class, disability, sexual orientation, immigration status, and gender identity in the next phase of scholarship and advocacy. And the challenge of resources remains—who can travel, take time off work, find childcare, gain access to information, or use the internet. These obstacles predated Dobbs; they have been foundational to abortion access, and they are all the more salient now.

49 See David S. Cohen, Greer Donley, & Rachel Rebouché, Rethinking Strategy After Dobbs, 75 Stan. L. Rev. Online 1, 2 (2022) (“What strategies should govern the abortion rights movement going forward? To that end, we identify three themes: (1) trying creative, sometimes novel, approaches to put the antabortion movement into a defensive posture, (2) expecting and embracing disagreement among abortion rights supporters, and (3) playing the long game.”).